We study the Bahr-Esseen inequality. We show that the Bahr-Esseen inequality holds with exponent p if it holds with exponent q > p for the truncated and centered random variables. The Bahr-Esseen inequality is also true if the truncated random variables are acceptable. We then apply the results to obtain weak and strong laws of large numbers and complete convergence.
Introduction
First, we recall the well-known Bahr-Esseen inequality. Let  ≤ p ≤ , and let X n , n = , , . . . , be a sequence of independent random variables (r.v.s) with finite pth moment and mean zero (E|X n | p < ∞, EX n =  for all n = , , . . . ). Then In [] the pth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality was obtained for pairwise independent random variables and  < p < . The nd von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality is obvious for pairwise independent zero-mean random variables, and in [] this fact is applied to prove the pth ( < p < ) von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality. Analyzing the proof in [], we can obtain the following result. Let  < p < , and let X n , n = , , . . . , be a sequence of arbitrary random variables with finite pth moment and mean zero such that the nd von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality holds for the truncated and centered variables
. . , n, x > , where I denotes the indicator function of a set. Then then the pth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality is true for the random variables X n , n = , , . . . , themselves. Moreover, we can generalize the previous result using q instead of . That is, if  < p < q and the qth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality holds for the truncated and centered variables, then the pth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality holds true for the original random variables themselves.
However, there is another version of truncation. Given a r.v. X and a positive number t, we can use the following truncated r.v.:
The advantage of this truncation is that (-t) X (t) = h(X) with an increasing real function h.
We know that certain dependence conditions are inherited if the random variables are inserted into increasing functions. Therefore it is more important to know that the qth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality for the truncated and centered variables (-x 
implies the pth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality for the original random variables X k themselves ( < p < q). This fact is proved in our Theorem .. We underline that in our Theorem . we do not assume any weak dependence condition for the random variables. We also emphasize that throughout the paper we use versions of truncation (.). It is well known that certain exponential relations play a fundamental role in the proofs of asymptotic results for independent and weakly dependent random variables. A general form of such relations is included in the definition of acceptability. The r.v. 's X  , X  , . . . , X n are called acceptable if
for any real number λ [] . In Section ., we show that a version of inequality (.) implies an exponential inequality; see Proposition .. Then, using the exponential inequality, we obtain the Rosenthal inequality (Proposition .). Finally, we will see that a version of inequality (.) implies the pth von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality; see Theorem .. Applying Theorem ., we obtain the von Bahr-Esseen's moment inequality for WOD sequences (Theorem .).
Important applications of moment inequalities are convergence theorems. In Section ., we shall present laws of large numbers and complete convergence as consequences of our inequalities. According to the well-known Etemadi strong law of large numbers (SLLN), if X  , X  , . . . are pairwise independent and identically distributed random variables with finite first moment, then 
for all ε > , where (·) + denotes the positive part of a number. Here Y n is usually the partial sum of r.v.s. The classical paper dealing with complete moment convergence for independent r.v.s is [] . Then several papers were devoted to the topic. In [] it is shown that if certain moment inequalities are satisfied for the truncated r.v.s, then the complete moment convergence holds. In our paper, we prove the complete moment convergence if (.) is true for the truncated r.v.s (Theorem .).
Results and discussion

Methods
In this paper, we apply truncations of random variables and then approximations of probabilities and moments. The combination of these methods enables us to obtain general versions of moment inequalities and convergence theorems.
The von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality
In this subsection, we prove the following general theorem. If the von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality holds for q for the truncated and centered random variables, then it holds for the random variables themselves for any p with  < p < q. We emphasize that there is no additional assumption on the dependence structure of the random variables. We mention that Theorem . in [] is the Bahr-Esseens inequality for pairwise independent random variables. In our paper, we apply the method of the proof presented in [] . However, as we use truncation (.) instead of X k I(|X k | ≤ x), our proof is shorter than that in [] .
, be a sequence of random variables with
where f p,q (n) depends only on g q (n), p, and q (a possible choice is f p,
. . , n, so we may assume that V = . For simplicity, Z i denotes the truncated random variable, that is,
, where x is an arbitrary positive number. For any ε > ,
We see that
Using that EX k = , we have that
Now we apply (.), and then, as ε > , using Markov's inequality, we obtain
In the last step we applied (.) and the c q -inequality. Then, for a fixed k,  ≤ k ≤ n, we have
Again, using Markov's inequality, we have
For I k , we also get
Using relations (.)-(.), we get
Summarizing (.), (.), and (.), we obtain
We can see that the function
is positive and continuous on the interval (, ∞) and lim ε→ + f (ε) = lim ε→∞ f (ε) = ∞. Therefore f (ε) has a minimum on (, ∞). Let f p,q (n) = inf <ε<∞ f (ε). We can see that f p,q (n) > , it depends only on g q (n), p, and q, and so (.) is proved.
Exponential inequalities and their consequences
In this subsection, we will see that if we assume that the exponential relation (.) is true for the truncated random variables, then we obtain an exponential inequality (Proposition .), which implies Rosenthal's inequality (Proposition .) and von Bahr-Esseen's moment inequality (Theorem .).
Let η  , η  , . . . , η n be a sequence of r.v.s. Consider the condition
If condition (.) is satisfied for g(n) =  and for all λ ∈ R, then η  , η  , . . . , η n are called acceptable. It is easy to see that if (.) is true for η  , η  , . . . , η n , then it is true for η  -a  , η  -a  , . . . , η n -a n with any real numbers a  , . . . , a n ; in particular, it is true for η  -
Given a r.v. X and numbers a < b, we define the following (asymmetrically) truncated r.v.: 
Proof We follow the classical ideas of [] (see also [] and []). For a real number
where p >  and C  , C  depend only on p.
Proof It is known that the exponential inequality implies Rosenthal's inequality; see, e.g., Theorem . in [] . Therefore (.) implies (.). Now, we obtain the von Bahr-Esseen inequality. 
with any a i < b i , i = , , . . . , n. Then
where f p (n) depends only on g(n) and p.
Proof Let d >  be fixed, and let 
So we obtained that the von Bahr-Esseen moment inequality holds for exponent  for the truncated and centered random variables. Therefore, by Theorem . it holds for the random variables themselves for any exponent p with  < p < . So (.) is proved for
Now, we apply our results to widely orthant-dependent sequences. A sequence of r.v.s X  , X  , . . . is said to be widely orthant-dependent (WOD) if, for any positive integer n, there exists a finite g(n) such that, for any real numbers x  , . . . , x n , we have
. It is known that extended negatively orthant-dependent sequences, negatively orthant-dependent sequences, negatively superadditive dependent sequences, negatively associated and independent sequences are WOD; see [] . We list a few known facts on WOD sequences. If X  , X  , . . . is a WOD sequence and the real functions f  , f  , . . . are either all nondecreasing or all nonincreasing, then the sequence f  (X  ), f  (X  ), . . . is also WOD. In particular, the truncated sequence
for any real number λ and with g(n) in (.)-(.). Now, we obtain the von Bahr-Esseen inequality for WOD sequences. We remark that the following theorem was obtained using
Theorem . Let  < p ≤ . Let X n , n = , , . . . , be a WOD sequence of random variables satisfying (.) and (.). Assume that E|X n | p < ∞ and EX n =  for all n = , , . . . . Then
where f p (n) depends only on p and g(n) from inequalities (.)-(.).
Proof Because of the above-mentioned properties of WOD sequences, we can apply Theorem ..
Convergence theorems
In this subsection, we prove general convergence theorems. We show that when the acceptability relation (.) is satisfied for the truncated random variables, then weak and strong laws of large numbers (WLLN, SLLN) and complete convergence hold without any further weak dependence assumption. As the proofs go through the Bahr-Esseen inequality, we can see that the validity of (.) for the truncated and centered random variables implies the above-mentioned asymptotic results.
We start with an Etemadi style SLLN. 
Proof First, we remark that, by Theorem ., inequality (.) is always satisfied under the conditions of our theorem. We know that the original Etemadi SLLN is satisfied for pairwise independent r.v.s. However, analyzing the proof (see [] or [] ), the only step where pairwise independence is applied is the use of inequality (.) with a i = , b i = i and with a i = -i, b i = .
A well-known WLLN for pairwise independent r.v.s is the result of Csörgő, Tandori, and Totik [] . We show that Theorem  in [] is valid if pairwise independence is replaced by an acceptability condition. We mention that in our theorem p is arbitrary with  < p < , whereas p =  in [] .
with probability . () If, instead of (.), the Bahr-Esseen inequality is satisfied for the truncated and centered r.v.s, that is, if
Proof By Theorem . inequality (.) is always satisfied under the conditions of our theorem. In the original proof (see [] ) the only step where pairwise independence is applied is the use of inequality (.) with with a i = , b i = ∞ and with a i = -∞, b i = .
It is known that in the case of nonidentically distributed random variables certain regularity conditions should be imposed for the moments or for the distributions (e.g., conditions (.) and (.)). Such a condition is the weak mean domination.
A 
